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  Description

  You have no sign of animal-based ingredients, even though you can point out a few questionable ingredients — all of which stricter vegans actively avoid. You'll definitely find people out there who love this variety of Airheads, and you might even be one of them yourself. Even though it doesn't quite live up to the high standards set by some of the other Airheads flavors, this watermelon candy is not something that you should miss out on. Watermelon Airheads aren't super overbearing, and they taste exactly as one might imagine watermelon candy should taste. Just like any good Airheads treat, this candy is soft, chewy, and sweet. Companies in some countries (including the United States) use bone char to filter and bleach cane sugar. Unfortunately, bone char is obtained by carbonizing the bones of cattle and is used specifically to give sugar its distinctive white, pristine color. Playful indulgence: Unleash your inner child and have fun with the stretchy, chewy texture of this taffy candy. It's a delightful treat that satisfies your sweet tooth and keeps you entertained. These are tests recently conducted in 2017and 2018. As you see, not that long ago. (Some) Natural Flavors
Candy Crunch Bradford restaurant menu in Bradford - Order  Candy Crunch Bradford restaurant menu in Bradford - Order 
A saddening outcome caused by the insatiable consumption of the western world. Artificial Colors & Flavors So far the only vegan Airheads Xtremes is the first I’ve mentioned. Quite sadly, it will remain so. The Airheads Bar Blue Raspberry is a standout in this luscious lineup. Each 15g bar is a symphony of sweet and tart, blending together to create a harmonious Blue Raspberry flavour that lingers on your palate. It's a flavour that is both refreshing and comforting, reminiscent of blue summer skies and fresh, juicy berries. A SoSweet Specialty What's bendy, brilliantly blue & berry berry delicious? Blue Raspberry Airheads! One of the most popular Airhead flavours. These Airheads are sold in silver wrappers, and they essentially offer various different flavors that are wrapped and sold without the dye. So, if you opt for the White Mystery Airheads, you could easily end up with a candy that tastes like a cross between cherry and a green apple or something entirely different.Bursting with fun flavour and colour, blue raspberry airheads candy strips are sure to satisfy your sweet tooth! Airheads blue raspberry are soft and chewy taffy that can be twisted, rolled or pulled apart and its creative blue colour makes it a hit amongst children! Give this tasty American treat a try, you won't be disappointed! With a variety of fruity flavors, Airheads are a tangy, taffy-like, chewy candy manufactured by a Dutch-Italian company Perfetti Van Melle. Ingredients: Sugar, Corn Syrup, Corn Starch, High Fructose Corn Syrup, Food Starch – Modified (Corn), Contains Less Than 2 Percent Of: Food Starch, Modified (Potato), Wheat Starch, Malic Acid, Palm Oil, Citric Acid, Artificial Flavors, Salt, Hydrogenated Soybean Oil, Potassium Citrate, Colors Added, Carmine, Blue 1 Airheads Xtremes Sourfuls Though it might not be as popular as some of the other flavors, Airheads carries a strawberry-flavored taffy candy, which takes on the taste of the sweet, red fruit in a delicious way. Of course, most fruit-flavored candies have an artificial fruit taste, and this candy is no exception, but that doesn't make it bad. This is a solid tasting sweet. Airheads are available all across the United States, and they are available in a variety of different flavors including cheery, blue raspberry, watermelon, green apple, strawberry, white mystery, orange, grape, strawberry-watermelon, mango-chile, blue raspberry-cherry, and fourteen more flavors. Furthermore, Airheads are also available in different variations.
Blue Sweets: Unrivalled Selection for All Occasions | SoSweet  Blue Sweets: Unrivalled Selection for All Occasions | SoSweet 
Stricter vegans may ultimately decide to avoid those “vegan” products, but at the same time, if you’re like most vegans, this is something you might still eat because it’s technically considered vegan. Airheads is an American brand of the taffy candy owned by the Italian- Dutch company Perfetti Van Melle. [1] They were created on August 7, 1985, by Steve Bruner. [2] Airheads are available nationwide in the United States and Canada where the candy is available in 16 different flavors. In December 2015, an explosion occurred at the factory, causing it to catch fire. Nobody was harmed in the explosion, but production was halted periodically. [4] Flavors [ edit ] Melle, Perfetti Van. "Perfetti Van Melle Brings Airheads Branded Ice Cream and Cream-Based Frozen Novelties to the Freezer Aisle". www.prnewswire.com . Retrieved April 13, 2020.The Blue Raspberry Airheads are definitely the best flavor: They're totally unbeatable. It may stain your tongue blue, but when you taste the sweet, bold taste that each bar of taffy entails, you know that it's worth it. There's little we can say against the Blue Raspberry Airheads. They tastes just as good as any blue raspberry-flavored candy, and you will absolutely love them.
Air Heads Blue Raspberry Gum 34g (1.185oz) - American Food Mart Air Heads Blue Raspberry Gum 34g (1.185oz) - American Food Mart
Airheads, to be more precise, contain a wide range of colorings. They have Red 40, Blue 1, carmine, Yellow 5, Yellow 6, and perhaps more depending on the flavor you choose. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. In 2008, "Chilling flavors" were released as another version of the candy. Airheads "Blue Mystery Blast bars" were distributed to travelers on JetBlue Airways on October 31, 2007, in celebration of Halloween. [5] Ingredients: Sugar, Corn Syrup, Maltodextrin, Dextrose, Modified Food Starch (Corn), Palm Oil; contains less than 2% of: Citric Acid, Water, Artificial Flavors, Red 40, Blue 1, Yellow 6, Yellow 5. Airheads Bites Try our Airheads inspired sugar free gum. Made with micro candies for lasting flavour! Blue Raspberry flavoured gum.

Unfortunately, the Xtremes Bites contain carmine, which, as mentioned, is a red food color obtained by drying, crushing, and boiling the carcass of cochineal beetles. Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the product information provided, products and their ingredients may change. You are advised to always read the product label for ingredients, nutrition, dietary claims and allergens. Indonesia and Malaysia account for 85% of the world’s palm oil production. It’s also in those two countries where a population of orangutangs (and more) is being pushed to extinction.
Airheads Bar Blue Raspberry 15g | Tangy American Candy Treat
Discover the treasure trove of delightful treats with our exclusive 1kg Blue Sweets Mix. Filled to the brim with an assortment of your favourite confections, our blue sweets mix is the perfect companion for your cosy movie nights or spontaneous sweet cravings. From classic crowd-pleasers like Fizzy Bubblegum Bottles and Baby Dolphins to inventive delights such as Blue Raspberry Slices and Jelly Filled Brains, embark on an unforgettable taste experience with SoSweet. Jolly Rancher Hard Candy: Savour the Finest of American Sweets Airheads® Singles Blue Raspberry is our favourite flavour! It's citrusy, sweet-and-sour-good, gooey-stretchy fun, and quite difficult to resist. Definitely a treat for every child at heart. Airheads are deliciously tangy, taffy-like chewy candy bars. These American favourites are designed to be played with. Twist them, fold them, mould them, eat them! At SoSweet, we're proud to feature the Airheads Bar Blue Raspberry as part of our curated Airheads collection. Imported directly from the USA, this bar delivers the authentic taste and texture that Airheads is known for, ensuring you enjoy a genuine American candy experience. Airheads blue raspberry flavoured chewing gum is tasty, chewy, taffy-style candy. Available in a range of mouth-watering flavours. This gum made of blue raspberry flavoured sugar-free chewing gum with micro candies bursting with flavour.
Premium Blue Sweets Mix (1kg): Experience the Taste Sensation
Share the joy: Airheads Taffy Blue Raspberry is perfect for sharing with friends, family, or colleagues. Spread the happiness and create smiles wherever you go. Airheads Taffy Blue Raspberry is a candy lover's dream come true. Its vibrant blue color is as eye-catching as its unforgettable taste. Each chewy bite takes you on a flavor adventure, as the intense raspberry notes blend perfectly with just the right amount of sweetness. It's a treat that will leave you craving more with every chew. SKU: AFM01137 Categories: American Bubble Gum, American Sweets Tags: airheads, american, blue raspberry, Chewing Gum, Gum, sweets Related Products Other than some of the “ questionable” ingredients listed on the label, Airheads Xtremes do not contain any animal-based ingredients. Sugar, Corn Syrup, Maltodextrin, Dextrose, Modified Food Starch (Corn), Partially Hydrogenated Soybean Oil, Water, Citric Acid, Artificial Flavors, Artficial Coloring, Blue 1, Blue 2, Red 3, Red 40, Yellow 5, Yellow 6. ALLERGY INFO: Manufactured in a facility that processes wheat flour.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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